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The Four Forces of Flight 
In order to fly successfully, we need to understand the four forces that act upon an 
aircraft! In this activity we will learn what the four forces of flight are and play a game to 
help reinforce the concepts. 

Vocabulary 
• Lift – the aerodynamic force that tends to 

keep aircraft in the air; wings on an airplane 
generate a lot of lift 

• Thrust – the forward force developed by 
something such as a propeller or jet engine 
that pushes an aircraft through the air 

• Drag – the air resistance encountered as an 
aircraft tries to move forward. This is cause 
by friction and air pressure. 

• Weight/Gravity – Weight, which is caused 
by gravity, is what holds us down towards 
the earth.  

Materials  
• Game board (Page 2) 
• Game pieces 
• Game cube 

Time: 30min-45min 

Instructions 
The game’s objective is to be the first to arrive 
at “Liftville Airport” after departing from “Thrust 
City Airport”. 

1. The player whose birthday is closest to January 1 will be the player to start the game. 
The player with the next closest birthday will go second and so on. 

2. To make the game cube, cut along solid lines and fold along dotted lines. Glue or tape 
tabs to the inside to form a cube. 

3. Starting at Thrust City Airport, choose a runway for takeoff and roll the cube. 
4. Move your airplane the number of spaces indicated. 
5. The next player will now take his turn and so on. 
6. If you land on a space that indicates a “problem,” follow the directions given on that 

space. 
7. Continue taking turns until a winner reaches Liftville Airport’s runway. 

References 
https://www.nasa.gov/offices/education/programs/national/summer/education_resources/physic
alscience_grades4-6/PS_four-forces-flight.html 
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